We propose a system for observing the correlated phase dynamics of two mesoscopic ensembles of atoms through their collective coupling to an optical cavity. We find a dynamical quantum phase transition induced by pump noise and cavity output-coupling. The spectral properties of the superradiant light emitted from the cavity show that at a critical pump rate the system undergoes a transition from the independent behavior of two disparate oscillators to the phase-locking that is the signature of quantum synchronization. PACS numbers: 05.45.Xt, 42.50.Lc, 37.30.+i, 64.60.Ht Synchronization is an emergent phenomenon that describes coupled objects spontaneously phase-locking to a common frequency in spite of differences in their natural frequencies [1] . It was famously observed by Huygens, the seventeenth century clock maker, in the antiphase synchronization of two maritime pendulum clocks [2] . Dynamical synchronization is now recognized as ubiquitous behavior occurring in a broad range of physical, chemical, biological, and mechanical engineering systems [1, 3, 4] .
Synchronization is an emergent phenomenon that describes coupled objects spontaneously phase-locking to a common frequency in spite of differences in their natural frequencies [1] . It was famously observed by Huygens, the seventeenth century clock maker, in the antiphase synchronization of two maritime pendulum clocks [2] . Dynamical synchronization is now recognized as ubiquitous behavior occurring in a broad range of physical, chemical, biological, and mechanical engineering systems [1, 3, 4] .
Theoretical treatments of this phenomenon are often based on the study of phase models [5, 6] , and as such have been applied to an abundant variety of classical systems, including the collective blinking of fireflies, the beating of heart cells, and audience clapping. The concept can be readily extended to systems with an intrinsic quantum mechanical origin such as nanomechanical resonators [7, 8] , optomechanical arrays [9] , and Josephson junctions [10, 11] . When the number of coupled oscillators is large, it has been demonstrated that the onset of classical synchronization is analogous to a thermodynamic phase transition [12] and exhibits similar scaling behavior [13] .
Recently, there has been increasing interest in exploring manifestations in the quantum realm. Small systems have been considered, e.g., one qubit [14] and two qubits [15] coupled to a quantum dissipative driven oscillator, two dissipative spins [16] , two coupled cavities [17] , and two micromechanical oscillators [18, 19] . Connections between quantum entanglement and synchronization have been revealed in continuous variable systems [19] . It has been shown that quantum synchronization may be achieved between two canonically conjugate variables [20] . Since the phenomenon is inherently non-equilibrium, all of these systems share the common property of competition between coherent and incoherent driving and dissipative forces.
In this paper, we propose a modern-day realization of the original Huygens experiment [2] . We consider the synchronization of two active atomic clocks coupled to a common single-mode optical cavity. It has been predicted that in the regime of steady-state superradiance [21] [22] [23] [24] a neutral atom lattice clock could produce an ultracoherent optical field with a quality factor (ratio of frequency to linewidth) that approaches 10 18 . We show that two such clocks may exhibit a dynamical phase transition [26] [27] [28] [29] from two disparate oscillators to quantum phase-locked dynamics. The onset of synchronization at a critical pump strength is signified by an abruptly increased relative phase diffusion that diverges in the thermodynamic limit. Besides being of fundamental importance in nonequilibrium quantum many-body physics, this work could have broad implications for many practical applications of ultrastable lasers and precision measurements [21] . The general setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1 . Two ensembles, each containing N two-level atoms with excited state |e and ground state |g , are collectively coupled to a high-quality optical cavity. The transition frequencies of the atoms in ensembles A and B are detuned from the cavity resonance by δ/2 and −δ/2 respectively. This could be achieved by spatially separating the ensembles and applying an inhomogeneous magnetic field to induce a differential Zeeman shift. The atoms in both ensembles are pumped incoherently to the excited state, as could be realized by driving a transition to a third state that rapidly decays to |e [23, 24] . This system is described by the Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the cavity field:
where Ω is the atom-cavity coupling, andâ andâ † are annihilation and creation operators for cavity photons. Herê In addition to the coherent atom-cavity coupling, incoherent processes are critical and include: the cavity intensity decay at rate κ, the pump rate w, the free-space spontaneous emission rate γ, and a background dephasing of the |e -|g transition at rate T −1 2 . The total system is then described using a master equation for the reduced density operator ρ:
where
The regime of steady-state superradiance is defined by the cavity decay being much faster than all other incoherent processes [21] [22] [23] [24] . In this regime, the cavity can be adiabatically eliminated [22] , resulting in a field that is slaved to the collective atomic dipole of the two ensembles of atoms:
For small detuning on the scale of the cavity linewidth, δ ≪ κ,
is the total collective spin-lowering operator. In this limit, the net effect of the cavity is to provide a collective decay channel for the atoms, with rate γ c = Ω 2 /κ. This collective decay should be dominant over other atomic decay processes [22] , i.e., Nγ c ≫ γ s , T −1 2 , so that the time evolution is effectively given by a superradiance master equation containing only atoms:
(4) With this system we naturally provide the three necessary ingredients for quantum synchronization; a controllable difference between the oscillation frequencies of two mesoscopic ensembles, a dissipative coupling generated by the emission of photons into the same cavity mode, and a driving force produced by optical pumping.
The photons emitted by the cavity provide directly measurable observables. Synchronization is evident in the properties of the photon spectra. In the case of two independent ensembles in the unsynchronized phase, each ensemble radiates photons at its own distinct transition frequency. This leads to two Lorentzian peaks that are typically well-separated. In the synchronized phase, all of the atoms radiate at a common central frequency resulting in a single peak.
To solve this problem and find the steady state, we use a semiclassical approximation that is applicable to large atom numbers. Cumulants for the expectation values of system operators {σ 
describing population inversion, spin-spin coherence within each ensemble, and correlation between ensembles, respectively. In deriving Eq. (6) and (7), we have dropped third order cumulants [25] . We also factorize σ
2 , which we find to be valid outside the regime of very weak pumping where a non-factorizable subradiant dark state plays an important role [22] . After making these approximations, Eq. (5) to (7) form a closed set of equations. The steady state is found by setting the time derivatives to zero and the resulting algebraic equations can be solved exactly. In order to calculate the photon spectrum, we employ the quantum regression theorem [30] to obtain the two-time correlation function of the light field, â † (τ)â(0) , where time 0 denotes an arbitrary time-origin in steady-state. In the limit δ ≪ κ, according to Eq. (3), the phase diffusion of the atoms and light are the same, i.e. â † (τ)â(0) ∼ Ĵ + (τ)Ĵ − (0) . We begin by deriving equations of motion for σ
, (8) where
We have systematically factorized:
Similarly, one finds that σ The importance of the two-time correlation function is that it provides direct access to the correlated phase dynamics of the two ensembles. The parameter ∆ physically represents the precession frequency of the phase of the collective mesoscopic dipoles with respect to one another. In Fig. 2 , we show ∆ as a function of δ at w = Nγ c /2 for several values of N. For large detuning, ∆ approaches δ, indicating that the dipoles precess independently at their uncoupled frequency. Below a critical δ, we find ∆ to be zero, indicating synchronization and phase locking.
The fact that this system undergoes a synchronization transition that is fundamentally quantum mechanical and thus quite distinct from the classical synchronization previously discussed for coupled oscillators is evident in the observed properties of the linewidth Γ of the Lorenzian peak(s), representing the relative quantum phase diffusion of the collective dipoles. This system has three independent control variables; the detuning δ, the dissipative coupling Nγ c and the pumping w, so we show Γ on the w-δ parameter plane in Fig. 3(a) and on the w-Nγ c parameter plane in Fig. 3(b) .
In the region of no quantum correlation, the quantum noise due to pumping destroys the coherences between spins faster than the collective coupling induced by the cavity field can reestablish them. Therefore the mesoscopic dipole is destroyed and the observed spectra are broad. In both the synchronized and unsynchronized regions, spins within each ensemble are well-correlated so that the corresponding Lorenzian peaks have ultranarrow linewidth. As is apparent in Fig. 3(a) , the two ensembles cannot be synchronized when Nγ c < δ since then the coherent coupling is not sufficient to overcome the relative precession that arises from the detuning.
For strong coupling, Nγ c > δ, the synchronization transition occurs as the pump rate passes a critical value. The two phases on either side of the critical region are abruptly separated. As one approaches the synchronized phase from the unsynchronized one by variation of either δ or w, the linewidth increases rapidly, showing amplification of the effect of quantum noise in vicinity of the critical point. After passage of the critical region, the linewidth drops rapidly, leading to rigid phase locking between the two collective dipoles.
We emphasize that the synchronization dynamics shown in Fig. 2 and 3 is a dynamical phase transition [26] [27] [28] [29] that is reminiscent of a second-order quantum phase transition. To capture features of the quantum criticality, we numerically study the finite size scaling behavior. Fig. 4 shows both the critical pump rate w N for finite N and the corresponding Γ at w N . The scaling laws of (w N − w c )/w c ≃ N −0.34 and Γ/γ c ≃ N 0.66 can be identified.
In Hamiltonian systems, a quantum phase transition results from the competition between two noncommuting Hamiltonian components with different symmetries on changing their relative weight. The transition between the two distinct quantum phases can be identified from the nonanalytical behavior of an order parameter, and the scaling behavior of certain correlation functions that diverge at the critical point. By analogy, the synchronization phase transition is caused by the competition between unitary dynamics that is parametrized by δ and enters asymmetrically for the two ensembles, and drivendissipative dynamics parametrized by γ c that is symmetric. The order parameter ∆ is zero in the synchronized phase and non-zero in the unsynchronized phase. The critical behavior is encapsulated by the divergence of the relative quantum phase diffusion. It should be emphasized that the treatment given here is quite different to the typical analysis since the transition is embodied by the characteristic features of the two-time correlation functions, rather than the behavior of an energy gap or correlation length.
In the thermodynamic limit, simple expressions for σ 
where w should be such that σ z 1 < 1. A critical point at w c = δ can be found by substituting Eq. (11) into Eq. (10). In particular, ∆ = (δ 2 − w 2 ) 1/2 in the unsynchronized phase, which shows an analogous critical exponent to that of a second-order quantum phase transition, i.e., β = 1/2.
In conclusion, we have presented a system that exhibits quantum synchronization as a modern analogue of the Huygens experiment but is implemented using state-of-the-art neutral atom lattice clocks of the highest precision. It will be intriguing in future work to study the many possible extensions that are inspired by these results, such as the effect of an atom number imbalance on the synchronization dynamics, and the sensitivity of the phase-locking to external perturbation.
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